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Peak District Mines Historical Society Ltd.

Membership Renewal 2017 - 2018
If there is a cross in the box below then you have not 
renewed your membership for the current year.  Please 
renew now.
If you feel that your receipt of the cross is wrong, please 
contact the Membership Secretary.

The current membership rates are:
 Individual: £ 25.00
 Joint:  £ 27.00
 Family:  £ 29.00
 Institutional: £ 35.00

Subscriptions should be sent to:
Keith Gregory, PDMHS Membership Secretary, Peak 
District Mining Museum, Grand Pavilion, South Parade, 
Matlock Bath MATLOCK, DE4 3NR
Email:  membership@pdmhs.com

Annual General Meeting 2017
The Annual General Meeting 2017 was held at 12 noon 
on Saturday the 11th of November in the Pump Room 
of the Peak District Lead Mining Museum.  Some forty-
eight members attended the meeting this year.

Chairman’s Report
Committee:  The Committee has met six times during 
the past year, although disappointingly two places were 
vacant as sufficient nominations were not received.  
Following the concerns expressed at the last AGM the 
Committee elected to increase subscriptions from the 
1st of September 2017.  At present a higher number of 
members have renewed than at this time last year which 
is encouraging.
A further vexation was the sudden change by the 
Society’s insurers of the Terms and Conditions for 
visits underground.  This meant we were not insured for 
underground trips beyond going under Matlock Bridge!  
The Committee had no option but to renew the policy 
on these terms as the Museum and Temple Mine would 
not have been able to trade.  Several members of the 
Committee have worked hard to determine a solution 
to this impasse and we believe one is almost to hand, 
and this will be enlarged upon in Any Other Business 
(Editor’s note: see page 4).
The July meeting of the Committee was a full day, not 
only reviewing the past year but also where the Society 
was going in the future.  It was realised that the three 
major long term projects were reliant on a very few 

people who are perhaps not in their first flush of youth, 
and unless new volunteers are willing to come on 
board we must plan for an organised run down of these 
projects.  We cannot walk away from this situation.
The Peak District Mining Museum:  Since the 
completion of the “Matlock Bath through Time” 
exhibition the visitor numbers have increased slightly 
but unfortunately the per capita spend has not followed 
suit.  Clare Herbert is doing a splendid job monitoring 
both the Society’s and the Museum’s Facebook pages, 
and the Museum has received encouraging comments on 
Trip Advisor.
The condition of the fabric of the Pavilion still gives 
cause for concern.  A recent water leak from upstairs 
narrowly missed some of the Society archives near the 
office.  These have been removed to a more secure area 
within the Recorder’s storage.  We also have concerns 
over the management of the building and its tenants, of 
which we are the largest.  They do not appear to have an 
efficient organisation in place to carry out their duties as 
a landlord.
One innovation at the Museum is a series of “Matlock 
Bath Heritage Talks”.  These take place monthly and are 
open to everybody for a small charge, they have been 
successful up to date.
The Committee have recently proposed that a 
considerable sum of money be made available to repair 
the “Rag and Chain Pump”, a popular exhibit with the 
younger visitors, and to upgrade some of the services to 
current standards.  This will be carried out by the small 
in-house team with assistance from Norman Birkett and 
Andy Gillings.
Robin and Maxine Hall plus the staff do a magnificent 
job of keeping the Museum running and we thank them 
whole-heartedly, but for how much longer?  They really 
do need more volunteer help.
Temple Mine:  Maintenance work continues, carried out 
by the same few people.  Little has been done to prepare 
the Long Rake Engine for display.  A few years ago there 
would have been sufficient volunteers to take over the 
project, to restore the engine to a presentable state and 
build a protective shelter, from the Conservation Officer 
Adam Russell.  Where are they now?
Magpie Mine:  This has been another good year 
at Magpie.  The Square Chimney Conservation 
and Interpretation project has been completed and 
officially opened by Ben Rodgers of Natural England.  
Incidentally the final revised costs were under budget 
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and we still await an invoice from the Lottery to return 
this surplus money.  The Society’s contribution of 10% 
of the total costs has been funded by donations.
The visitor numbers are certainly increasing and those 
that study them are well pleased with the new display 
boards.  For those of you who have not seen them copies 
are on display here today.
Photographers are visiting at any hour of the day or 
night.  Just recently we had a small group at 10.30 pm, 
and one of our members was disturbed at 5.00am by 
early rising photographers!
This year’s Heritage Day was the most successful yet.  
We counted over 350 visitors on the guided tours and 
we had sufficient volunteers to look after them all, 
Adam Russell gave a demonstration of blacksmith work.  
Thank you to all who helped, but in particular Andy 
Gillings for his excellent advertising and signage.
Maintenance work continues and the superb new 
“Wet Room” is now complete and a tribute to Norman 
Birkett’s craftsmanship.  The cattle have done a splendid 
job keeping the grass down and will finally be taken off 
at the end of November.  Farm Visits are well attended 
and the number has increased, providing a steady income 
stream, although what happens when the contract expires 
in 2019 and Brexit takes place is not yet clear.
Some more good news is that the 33 Kilovolt overhead 
cable which intrudes in many photographs of Magpie 
is going to be buried.  To avoid damage to any 
archaeological features the Society has advised the 
parties involved (Natural England, Chatsworth, Peak 
Park, Historic England and Western Power Distribution) 
of the best route for this.  The cable will follow the 
track from where it comes above ground and then the 
main track down to the road and continue alongside the 
road almost to Johnson Lane.  We shall also benefit as 
Western Power Distribution have agreed they will put in 
a second duct from the Agent’s House down to the top of 
Horse Lane as part of the “Power to Magpie” project, for 
which we would supply the necessary ducting.
Many thanks to the Magpie Team for encouraging visits 
and visitors, and for all the work undertaken by Norman 
Birkett, Andy Gillings, Tim Howard, John Glover, David 
Wormsley and Mave Luff.
Bulletin:  Again two excellent Bulletins, Vol. 19 Part 
6 and Vol. 20 Part 1 have been published.  Volume 19 
part 6 was a monograph on Chert Mining in Bakewell, 
and was funded by the Peak District National Park 
Authority.  The latest issue contains articles from outside 
the Peak District by four different authors.  The Editor 
and Secretary went out to tender, with a typical Bulletin, 
to several printers with a view to keeping costs in check.  
The low cost offerings were cheap and it showed.  Our 
regular printer has invested in new machinery and has 
reduced his price as a consequence but still maintains the 
same high quality.
Newsletter:  The Society takes a pride in sending out 
its Newsletter on time and again this year we have 
maintained that standard.  Our regular contributors have 

continued to send in reports and information to fill each 
issue.  Keep sending these pieces in, they will become 
valuable snippets of history in due course.  Steve 
Thompson, our Editor is thanked for his work, and for 
producing the most recent issue of Mining History.
Recorder:  John Piggott is quietly and carefully working 
through a mass of documents and pictures passed to the 
Society in the last year.  These include the Doug Nash/
Nellie Kirkham Collections and the Lynn Willies and 
Harry Parker collections of photographs.  The Society’s 
Collection is of considerable value to researchers 
and authors and we are fortunate to have dedicated 
volunteers to care for this.
Website:  The Society’s new website is up and running 
well, thanks to the excellent work of Rob Hindle and 
Chris James.  More content is being added and material 
transferred from the old site.  Work is in hand to allow 
subscriptions to be paid through the site.  The Webmaster 
would appreciate comment from the membership, 
particularly with regard to the Members’ section.
Crich:  The Society display at the Tramway Village, 
Crich has been managed for many years by Mick and 
Lilian Bridges, the last few years by Lilian alone.  Finally 
Lilian has decided to take a well earned rest and step 
down.  Unfortunately nobody has stepped up to fill her 
shoes.  This is a loss of income that the Society cannot 
afford.  The maintenance team can only do so much.
The Tramway Museum Society approached the Society 
to assist in a Lottery bid to update and improve the 
Wakebridge area which includes our display.  As nobody 
was willing to take this on Andy Gillings and Mike 
Luff met with Laura Smith (formerly of the Mining 
Museum) to discuss their ideas and how we may 
help, practically not financially.  We suggested some 
changes which could improve the appearance of the 
area and also provide more suitable accommodation for 
our volunteers.  This has yet to be discussed with the 
Maintenance Team of Alan Keen and Martin Long.
Meets and Training:  As mentioned earlier it has not 
been prudent to organise underground meets since April 
this year, we hope to resolve this soon.  However the 
Society has continued to organise surface meets.  These 
have attracted pleasing numbers of members and friends 
and some have been led by newer volunteers.  Chris 
James is to be thanked for efficiently taking the Meets 
Coordinator post over.
Martin Long is also thanked for continuing to provide 
training for members when required.
Conservation:  Adam Russell continues to monitor all 
aspects of conservation and threats to mining sites, the 
latest being a planning application to build houses on 
part of Pretoria Mine in Bakewell.  Again our thanks to 
Adam.
Conclusion:  We have lost two long standing members 
during the past year, Drs Trevor Ford and Ivor Brown.  
Both have made extensive contributions to the Society 
publications and also presented many papers at a variety 
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of conferences.  They also both served on the Committee 
in a variety of positions.
The Yorkshire Geological Society propose a “Tribute 
Day” to Trevor Ford on the 2nd of June 2018 at the 
Buxton Campus of Derby University.  Richard Shaw and 
Mike Luff have agreed to support this and will attend a 
meeting to discuss details with them.
There is still much going on in the Society and it has 
a high standing with many public bodies.  This is 
something of which we should be proud.
However, presently more and more is being undertaken 
by fewer and fewer aging members and the end result is 
likely to be that everything will be done by nobody.  Do 
we wish to become an “Armchair Society”?  If just a few 
more people give a few days time to the projects then 
things would be so much different.
Finally I would like to thank the Committee for all their 
work and enthusiasm during the past year.

Mike Luff

Election of Directors
The elected Directors of the Society for 2017-18 are:-
Chairman Mike Luff
Deputy Chairman Adam Russell
Hon. Secretary Steve Thompson
Hon. Treasurer Post Vacant *
Hon. Recorder John Pigott
Hon. Editor Richard Shaw
Ordinary Directors Rob Hindle
 Martin Long
 Arthur Wilson *
 David Wormsley
The new Directors took office, and the retiring Directors, 
Andy Gillings, who had completed his term of office, 
and Chris James who had expressed a wish to resign, 
formally resigned from the Committee.
*  Arthur Wilson has agreed to continue in the role of 
Acting Treasurer until a new incumbent can be appointed.
Dey and Co. were then re-appointed as the Independent 
Inspectors of the Society’s accounts for the financial 
year 2017-18.

PDMHS Awards 2017
Steve Thompson, on behalf of Richard Shaw, then 
presented the PDMHS Awards 2017:

Harold Sarjeant Conservation Award
We have decided to give the Sarjeant award this year to 
the Magpie Square Chimney Project Team.
The team, led by Mike Luff and Andy Gillings, initiated 
the conservation of this chimney at Magpie Mine 
which was close to catastrophic failure.  Not only did 
they coordinate a survey of the Magpie site to identify 
all conservation issues, a survey which found that the 
chimney was in urgent need of work to ensure its long 
term future, but also applied for and were successful in 
gaining Heritage Lottery funding to support the project.

They then supervised the contractors appointed to 
undertake the works and finally developed and installed 
information boards on the project.
The team thoroughly deserve this recognition for such a 
successful project.

Peak Mines Award (The Ford Award)
While it is the responsibility of a small awards 
committee of two people to decide on the awards 
Richard has taken it upon himself to do this for the 
‘Ford Award’ this year, because committee members are 
normally excluded from receiving an award!
Richard believes that John Barnatt, who has produced 
many articles for Mining History over the years, is a 
worthy recipient of this award for which he would not 
normally be eligible.
We are therefore very pleased to make this year’s award 
to John, in particular for his Pretoria Chert Mine paper 
published in Mining History 19-6.

Steve Thompson

The Post -AGM Entertainment
Once again, with the formal business of the AGM 
completed, members enjoyed an excellent buffet lunch.
Charles Beresford gave the first of the afternoon’s talks, 
entitled “A Forgotten Story of Derbyshire’s Role in the 
Nation’s Commemoration of the Great War”.  He began 
with images of some of the county’s War Memorials, 
demonstrating their variety of styles and themes, and then 
Charles showed us some of the Lead Memorial Plaques 
presented by the Red Cross to the 37 Auxiliary Hospitals 
in Derbyshire which served during the Great War.
We next heard the story of the Chesterfield born artist 
Paul Cummins and his installation “Blood Swept Lands 
and Seas of Red” at the Tower of London, which 
commemorated British and Commonwealth losses in the 
First World War with 888,246 ceramic poppies.
The we saw a photograph of the grave of Lt. Col. the 
Rev. Edward Anthony Sidney Gell DSO MC in St 
Margaret’s, Carsington church yard.  Lt. Col. Gell 
served with distinction in the Great War, and later was 
instrumental in the development of what became the 
Commonwealth War Graves Commission.  He also 
played a role in the selection of the fallen British soldier 
later to be interred in the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier 
in Westminster Abbey on the 11th of November 1920.
We then were told how Lord George Curzon of Kedleston, 
the former Viceroy of India, had an important role in 
establishing the annual Service of Remembrance held at 
the Cenotaph in Whitehall.  The Cenotaph was originally 
constructed as a temporary monument of wood and 
plaster, by the architect Sir Edwin Lutyens, for the Peace 
Parade in July 1919.  However, the public response to the 
monument was such that it was soon decided to construct 
a permanent replica in stone, unveiled on the second 
anniversary of the Armistice, November the 11th 1920.
Finally Charles explained the contribution made by the 
Hopton Wood quarry near Middleton by Wirksworth to 
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the commemoration of the fallen in the Great War.  This 
quarry produced 120,000 uniform headstones for the 
Imperial (later Commonwealth) War Graves Commission.  
Fascinating contemporary photographs of the installation 
showed how they were set permanently and stably in 
uniformly spaced rows, set in concrete against long 
trenches completely filled with concrete.
After Charles’s well received presentation Lynn Willies 
showed an entertaining selection of photographs, many 
being seen in public for the first time, which cast new 
light on the work to recover the Wills Founder Engine, 
and subsequently the associated pumps, which now 
form such an important centrepiece to the Lead Mining 
Museum.  The images truly conveyed the arduous and 
challenging nature of this great project.
Next Andy Gillings gave a short talk on the recently 
completed Square Chimney Conservation Project 
at Magpie Mine.  The management plan for Magpie 
Mine, prepared three years ago, identified the need for 
extensive remedial work at the site.  Sound advice from 
the Heritage Lottery Fund led us to start with a relatively 
small grant to gain experience of running such a project.
As a result the HLF awarded us a grant of £74,000, 90% 
of the cost of repairs to the Square Chimney and the 
provision of interpretation panels.  The repairs to the 
Chimney were undertaken by a specialist firm, who were 
able to complete the work well within budget.
The interpretation panels proved more challenging, but 
having found a suitable designer, Mark Titterton, and 
an illustrator, Thomas Eccles, we were able to tell the 
history of Magpie Mine succinctly over the three panels.
We believe that this successful project will stand us in 
good stead if we are to seek further funding from the 
Heritage Lottery Fund in future.
Finally a joint presentation by Clare Herbert and Robin 
Hall described how in 2015 the Mining Museum were 
awarded Heritage Lottery Funding to develop a new 
exhibition area called Matlock Bath Through Time.  
Laura Smith successfully applied for grants for this 
and other projects after the museum was left a large 
collection of Matlock Bath memorabilia.  
The exhibition was built in-house and Robin Hall, 
the project manager, and Clare Herbert, the project’s 
community engagement officer, told us a bit about the 
work it involved.  Volunteers from PDMHS helped with 
the building of the exhibition panels, whilst a team of 
researchers from the local community and PDMHS 
sourced information and images for the display.
The limited space was shared with artists creating a 
stained glass window which ran over time.  Robin 
explained that he got round this problem by carpet tiling 
around them until they got the hint!
The funding has also paid for a light and sound 
presentation in which Richard Trevithick will explain 
how the Will’s Founder engine works.  This final part of 
the project should be in place by the end of the month. 

Steve Thompson

The PDMHS Underground 
Exploration Group.
If you want to go underground with PDMHS, here is 
your opportunity!
As members will be aware, PDMHS have had to suspend 
underground trips because our existing insurance was 
not providing sufficient cover for underground activities.  
There has been much deliberation within the PDMHS 
Council about how we can get adequate underground 
insurance cover for those members who actively wish 
to go underground.  The generally accepted cover for 
underground exploration in the UK is that provided by 
the British Caving Association (BCA).
The solution finally decided upon was the formation of 
an autonomous group within PDMHS, to be called the 
Underground Exploration Group (UEG for short).  This 
group would apply for member club status with the 
BCA and would take part in the BCA Public Liability 
Insurance scheme.
An initial UEG committee has been approved by 
PDMHS Management Committee, consisting of Adam 
Russell (Chairman), Arthur Wilson (Treasurer) and 
Martin Long (Secretary/Tacklemaster).  Membership 
of the group would be open to all individual PDMHS 
members, and there would be no additional membership 
fee involved, however all UEG members will be 
required to have BCA Public Liability insurance cover 
as a condition of joining the group.
You can arrange the purchase of BCA insurance via the 
UEG, or via another BCA affiliated club, or by direct 
payment to the BCA.  Those PDMHS members who 
have already arranged BCA insurance cover via another 
source, e.g. another club, or a direct payment to the 
BCA, do not need to pay a second time.
More details of the BCA insurance scheme can be found 
on their website at

http://british-caving.org.uk/wiki3/doku.
php?id=legal_insurance:pl_insurance

Temporary membership of the UEG will be available for 
PDMHS members wishing to sample the experiences of 
underground trips.  Such trips are covered by the BCA’s 
Temporary Insurance cover (up to a maximum of four 
trips).  PDMHS members who wish to join the UEG 
should contact the UEG Secretary, Martin Long, by 
e-mail: ueg@pdmhs.com.  Martin will get back to you 
with further information about what we need from 
you, and details of how to pay for insurance.
BCA insurance cover arranged via the UEG will become 
effective from the 1st of January 2018, and underground 
trips will resume from this date.  They will be published 
alongside the surface trips in the Newsletter and on the 
Society’s website.  Just follow the instructions if you 
wish to participate.  We need more people who can 
help us to record, survey, and preserve the underground 
heritage of the Peak District’s mines.

Adam Russell, Arthur Wilson and Martin Long

http://british-caving.org.uk/wiki3/doku.php?id=legal_insurance:pl_insurance
http://british-caving.org.uk/wiki3/doku.php?id=legal_insurance:pl_insurance
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Peak District Mines – Observations 
and Discoveries – Part 63
Further observations on the geology of 
Clear the Way or Black Hillock Mine, 
Tideswell, Derbyshire, SK 1410 7822
In the most recent issue of Mining History, Chris 
Heathcote published a very comprehensive account of 
the ill-fated attempt to explore for deep mineralisation 
at Clear the Way/Black Hillock Mine on White Rake 
by means of sinking an engine shaft through an area of 
igneous rock we now call the Potluck Sill (Heathcote, 
2017).  The peculiar geology associated with this site 
is entirely responsible for this intriguing story and in a 
subsequent discussion with Chris we agreed that further 
elaboration of the geology of this area is worthwhile.

A complicated arrangement of outcrops of both extrusive 
and intrusive igneous rocks occurs in the limestone in 
the vicinity of the Clear the Way Mine.  The extrusive 
rocks (basaltic lavas and tuff) are not directly related 
to each other because they were derived from different 
eruptive centres and these multiple volcanic events 
spanned a period of time measured in millions of years.  
The intrusive rocks (dolerite) may all be part of a single 
event, which occurred after a further lapse of time, while 
the faulting and the mineral veins formed much later 
than that.  Despite the long interludes between these 
events, there is an apparent spatial relationship between 
the intrusive igneous rocks and the mineralised faults, 
suggesting that the same structural weaknesses were 
exploited in the limestone mass, under a similar stress 
regime.  The major rake veins in particular appear to 
converge in a westerly direction towards the area of the 
Peak Forest Sill, while the Mount Pleasant Sill is aligned 
with Shuttle Rake (and part of the Potluck Sill with 
White Rake).

There are likely to be additional bodies of igneous 
rock, of unknown shape and orientation, hidden within 
the limestone around this area that we are unaware of.  
However, we now know that hidden intrusive igneous 
rock was the cause of the abandonment of attempts to 
sink deep mine shafts at both Clear the Way and High 
Rake lead mines.  The purpose of both shaft-sinking 
ventures was to reach mineralisation presumed to exist 
in veins beneath the known bodies of igneous rock, 
i.e. the Potluck Sill and the Cressbrook Dale Lava 
respectively.  The shaft sinkers at both mines never 
managed to penetrate through the base of the igneous 
rock they encountered.

At Clear the Way mine, the Potluck Sill is a partly-
concordant bed within the limestone and its thickness 
can be estimated from the width of its outcrop and the 
dip of the strata (average of 7 degrees to the east) – a 
thickness which may be only 20 – 25 m.  The sinking 
works were abandoned, apparently still in igneous 
rock, at a depth of 120 fathoms (220 m).  The small 
outcrop footprint of the sill is not compatible with such 
a thickness of igneous rock (which would be capable 
of creating a landscape feature similar to, for example, 
the Salisbury Crags at Edinburgh).  The airborne 
magnetic survey also does not indicate the present of 
a large mass of igneous rock beneath Potluck Sill.  A 
reasonable conclusion therefore is that these hidden 
bodies of igneous rock are narrow in width and vertical 
in orientation.  An unresolved question remains whether 
these bodies of hidden igneous rock at the two shaft sites 
are associated with each other in some way.

In some previously-published accounts of the geology 
of this area the bodies of hidden igneous rock which 
defeated the shaft sinkers at Clear the Way and High 
Rake mines have been depicted as two separate narrow, 
vertical, pipe-like magmatic feeders.  This explanation 
is entirely feasible, although it seems exceptionally 

unlucky and also statistically 
improbable that two groups of 
mine adventurers should both 
choose, unwittingly, to sink their 
engine shafts directly into such 
features.  It is also not obvious 
which or what type of igneous 
body would have been sourced 
from a magmatic feeder at High 
Rake shaft – certainly not the 
Cressbrook Dale Lava, which 
erupted from a centre near Eyam.  
These hypothetical vertical feeders 
are shown on Figure 1 as two small 
grey shaded circles surrounding 
the shaft sites.

In John Barnatt’s monograph on 
the High Rake Mine, I proposed an 
alternative hypothesis, i.e. that both 
shafts had been sunk into a single 
intrusive dyke (Barnatt, 2011, pp. Figure 1: The surface geology around Clear the Way or Black Hillock Mine.
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10-17).  The existence of such 
a narrow, vertical, linear body 
underlying much of the length of 
White Rake and Tideslow Rake 
would explain several features 
– not only the failure of any of 
the several shafts sunk along the 
rake vein to penetrate through 
the base of the igneous rock, but 
also the pattern of intrusive sills 
at a lower stratigraphic level at 
the western end (fed from the 
dyke), the dyke-like igneous 
outcrop shown on the BGS 
geological map and the absence 
of any distinctive magnetic 
anomaly.  Igneous sills and 
dykes commonly occur together 
– the consequence of intrusion 
of magma into a network of 
interconnected fractures and 
weak bedding planes.
The possible location of such a 
hidden dyke is shown on Figure 
1 as a grey line.  The true shape 
and extent of the hidden igneous body will probably 
never be determined.  Further geophysical surveying 
may provide some clues, but the complexity of multiple 
unknown buried targets may produce data which is 
inconclusive.  If the hidden igneous body beneath the 
Potluck Sill is a dyke which underlies much of the length 
of White Rake and Tideslow Rake, then attempting to 
sink a deep engine shaft at any other location along these 
veins would probably have resulted in the same outcome.
The possible shape and relationship of such a hidden 
dyke to the Clear the Way shaft and vein in the vertical 
plane can be shown on a modified version of Figure 2 
from Chris Heathcote’s paper.  It should be noted that 
no unambiguous information has been found in any 
historical record (so far) which confirms the correct hade 
of the vein.  In this vertical section, the vein is shown 
hading to the south side, which would be consistent 
with the hade of the vein in Milldam Mine.  The BGS 
geology map shows the shaft on the south side of the 
vein, which might imply that the vein hades to the north, 
but this may have been a guess based upon the location 
of waste hillocks.  The earliest available Ordnance 
Survey map for this area (from the one inch Old Series, 
published in 1840) shows a possible shaft with a small 
hillock directly in line with the vein. The true location of 
the shaft remains unknown.
The sudden increase in water flow reported at the bottom 
of Clear the Way Mine which led to its abandonment 
may or may not be an indication of the proximity of 
limestone.  An increase in water in-flow in a mine is 
a common result of greater depth of working.  It is 
possible that a lateral drift broke through the side of the 
igneous body, but a simpler explanation may be that an 
open, water-bearing fracture was encountered.  If mine 

Figure 2: The shaft section of Clear the Way or Black Hillock Mine (after Heathcote 
2017) with suggested intrusive geology superimposed (and orientation assumed).

water was still being disposed of into the ‘swallow’ at 
60 fathoms depth, then perhaps the same water flowed 
down fractures and reappeared at 120 fathoms depth?

Reported: John Hunter
References:

Barnatt, J. (2011) High Rake Mine, Little Hucklow, 
Derbyshire: Excavations and Conservation at an 
Important Nineteenth Century Mine.  Mining 
History 18:1/2, pp 1-217.
Heathcote, C. (2017) Clear the Way or Black 
Hillock Mine, Tideswell Moor, Derbyshire: 
c. 1711-1940s.  Mining History 20:1, pp. 47-72.

Crown Holes, Goyt’s Moss Colliery, 
Hartington Upper Quarter, Derbyshire, 
centred SK 018 724
Since the detailed report on the Goyt’s Moss Colliery 
was published in 2014 (Barnatt 2014) new discoveries 
in one area have been made.  In 2017 the Coal Authority 
identified a newly opened crown hole at the northern end 
of Ravens Low and fenced it out; this was inspected by 
the author in August 2017.
The workings here (Fig 1: A) are close to the northern 
outcrop of the Yard Seam and prone to occasional opening 
to surface because the workings are so shallow.  The 
new crown hole has a second nearby to the south which 
has also been fenced, while some distance to the WSW, 
again on the Ravens Low slope, another was fenced 
some time ago (Fig. 1: B).  Next to the new hole, to the 
west, there are two linear gullies, which are probably 
original but now collapsed entrances to the workings here, 
following the seam from outcrop.  To the south-east of the 
features reported here there are a series of pits identified 
previously which are again at the outcrop.
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The new hole is just under 2m deep and enters a small 
length of open pillar and stall working running roughly 
east/west with choked continuations at either end; that 
to the west is next to the crown hole while in the other 
direction the open passage runs for several metres.  Near 
its start the top of a choked stall at right-angles can be 
seen near the floor.  The open passage, which in the 
part seen is little more than 1m wide, is not in the coal 
seam but directly above it, with the original roof having 
migrated upwards as it gradually collapsed.  The top of 
the seam is only about 2m below surface at this point.
All the features reported here are almost certainly early 
in the sequence of mining at Goyt’s Moss Colliery, 
probably dating to the 17th century.  The visible 
passage is narrow compared with later ‘stalls’ inspected 
previously elsewhere in the Colliery, which is consistent 
with this early date and the proximity to surface, where 
miners would have been reluctant to open wider stalls 
because this could have led to immediate collapse. 

Present:  Stuart Band, John Barnatt, 
Richard Carr and Chris Heathcote.

Reported:  John Barnatt
Reference:

Barnatt, J. (2014) Coal Mining near Buxton: Thatch 
Marsh, Orchard Common and Goyt’s Moss. Mining 
History 19.2, pp. 17-107.

Blue John Working at an undisclosed 
location near Castleton, Derbyshire
This small Blue John working near Castleton, whose 
location has been withheld because of concerns by the 
site owner about illicit mineral collecting, has recently 
been accessed and assessed.
At a small alcove on a steep hillside there is a flat-out 
crawl entrance on the left at the back.  This opens up 
after less than a metre into a wide, hands-and-knees 
height passage with worked Blue John in the roof.  Once 
inside, at the left of the entrance to the working there is a 
small alcove, containing only waste rock.  Straight ahead 
at floor level is a horizontal 30cm high and 1 metre wide 
slot in the wall, with loose rocks and gravel slipping 
through it into the passage.  Removing backfill would 

no doubt reveal the slot to be larger.  Immediately inside 
it is the base of a short ‘shaft’, full of deads, and clearly 
once connecting with another alcove at surface further 
up the slope.
Returning to the crawl just inside the entrance, to the 
right of the slot, the passage enlarges into a chamber in 
which it is just possible to stand.  This has several large 
patches of Blue John mineral on the walls and ceiling.  
Several vughs have been worked back into the wall.  
Shotholes are frequently seen, though not abundant, 
probably due to the risk of damage to the mineral, 
and these are of varying sizes.  It is likely that the size 
variations in drills used are due to the need for controlled 
explosions, with smaller charges set when close to 
the mineral, rather than reflecting a great variance in 
working ages.  Some of the workings are very confined, 
so small-diameter and shorter drills would have been 
a necessity in some areas.  One interesting groove of 
pickwork has completely encircled a chunk of fluorite, 
but whether this was an abandoned attempt or merely the 
surviving remnants of a successful extraction, is difficult 
to determine.  A thin film of a grey mineral covering 
some of the Blue John here may be galena but it was 
difficult to see it clearly.

The large chamber has a single low tunnel leading away 
from the entrance, blasted throughout, and this leads to a 
very small chamber created by extraction of a large piece 
of Blue John from the roof that is of below standing 
height; there is not much room to swing a pick here, and 
not many tool-marks, so perhaps this was prised from 
the wall.  The short tunnel continues to a final alcove 
only 10m from the entrance; slightly larger, and with 
further large vughs and panels of Blue John on all sides.  
Some shotholes here are driven outwards, indicating a 
very cramped drilling position.  A hollow in the stone-
covered floor where the tunnel joins the large chamber is 
a possible backfilled way to lower workings, though no 
other possible extension seems likely.

Reported: Phil Wolstenholme
Acknowledgement:

Charley Cooley and Dave Jackson are thanked for 
information.

Figure 1: Lisa Wootton in the main chamber, with the 
low tunnel to further small-scale workings visible in 
the background.

Figure 1: The northern part of the Goyts Moss Colliery.
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Lead Smelting Slag Washing Site, 
Tumbling Hill, Grindleford, Derbyshire 
(centred SK 2545 7840)
A place where bole smelting slags were washed has been 
identified on the Peak District’s eastern gritstone upland.  
This lies at a small stream just north of Tumbling Hill on 
the uplands main east-facing scarp above the Derwent 
valley, just above Oak’s Wood.  A c. 200m stretch of 
stream, running WSW and then bending to the north, on 
the relatively flat land before the main scarp is reached, 
has produced scattered pieces of slag and part-smelted 
galena.  The shallow and in part poorly-defined stream 
gully here lies within a large semi-improved moorland 
enclosure, with walled fields on land improved in 
post-medieval time lying nearby to the north towards 
Longshaw and to the south on Tumbling Hill itself.  
Immediately next to the stream’s northern bank is a 
denuded and in parts eroded-away earthen hedge bank, 
with a slight ditch visible in parts on the side away from 
the stream; this presumably belongs to an earlier land 
enclosure phase than the walled fields in their present 
form.  The stream is approached from both sides, in 
several places, by disused hollow-ways.  These are most 
pronounced in two places.  Firstly, towards the north end 
where a route comes from the ENE and runs north-west 
on the other side.  Secondly, towards the ESE end, where 
another comes from the east and then runs south-west.  It 
is not known if these hollow-ways were in use when the 
slag washing was taking place and thus provided access 
for this.
Slags were first found here several years ago by Richard 
Carr and subsequently by others when Richard showed 
them the site and by David Kiernan after it was reported 
to him.  These comprise a mixture of material ranging 
from part-smelted galena through to glassy slag.  Most 
common is heavy slag which is cream- to white-coloured 
at surface and containing a significant amount of much-
oxidised smelted lead.  The slags have been recovered 
in small amounts both from the stream bed and churned 
ground around its banks.  This includes the earthen 
boundary bank, showing that the latter was made at a 
time when the slags were already present within the soils 
used to make the bank.  Near the downstream end of the 
site, in an erosion face at the stream bank, there is a thick 
lense of gravel and small stones with charcoal flecks and 
pieces of slag, which is surmounted by deposits of fine, 
slag-free, clayey-silts that re presumably derived from 
subsequent flood episodes along the stream gully.
It seems likely that the washing took place at and near 
the upstream end of where the slags have been found 
(c. SK 2550 7835); no associated structures were 
identified but it seems unlikely that these would ever 
have existed with the possible exception of a small dam 
to store water.  The slags found further downstream are 
likely to have been deposited here by water as it was 
flushed down from the washing area. 
One of the most interesting features at the site, are about 
ten conjoined mounds, up to c. 1m high, in a c. 60m 

long line following the stream gully.  These lie close to 
the earthen bank on the other side to the stream and are 
likely to pre-date this bank.  Their shape, configuration, 
and that they contain occasional small gritstone 
boulders, make it likely there have been dumped 
here by people rather than natural agencies.  One 
intriguing possibility is that they derive from systematic 
‘streaming’ of the silty deposits at the stream bank to 
recover residual amounts of slag derived from the earlier 
washing upstream.
The character of the site and its slags indicate that the 
slag washing is likely to be of medieval or early post-
medieval date.  When the postulated later reworking of 
the stream-side sediments took place is less clear, but 
it is also likely to be relatively early, as it predates the 
earthen boundary bank.
The places where the bole hearths that initially produced 
the slags were located is not known.  There are two likely 
possibilities, firstly, the crest of the nearby Tumbling 
Hill, which has a flat top suitable for bole smelting but 
also areas were quarrying may have removed evidence, 
and secondly, at about 0.7-1.2km from the washing 
site, the crest of the northern stretch of White Edge 
west of the Hurkling Stone combined with the adjacent 
western crest of White Edge Moor immediately to the 
north.  Malleable lead in small amounts has been found 
at and near Tumbling Hill and the washing site, but 
while this may be associated with the latter, alternatively 
it could have fallen from packhorses transporting 
smelted product from elsewhere.  Confirmed bole sites, 
identified from slags at the footpath along the crest, 
have been found further south along White Edge but 
these seem unlikely candidates as there is a nearer 
stream below.  At the postulated bole locations to be 
associated with the Tumbling Hill washing site nothing 
definitive has as yet identified to confirm their presence.  
However, boles are the most archaeologically elusive 
type of smelting site and are normally only identified 
at footpaths or other erosion features where slags are 
exposed, or because vestiges of the slags remain that 
have left the site toxic and changed the character of 
the vegetation and sometimes caused bare patches of 
ground.  In contrast, over the vast majority of suitable 
land for boles there is thick vegetation which prevents 
identification.  While a number of medieval and early 
post-medieval bole sites have been documented in the 
general area, a significant number of which are located 
on the main shelves and higher scarps of the Eastern 
gritstone uplands, there must be many more awaiting 
discovery that don’t appear in documentation that 
survives from medieval to 16th century times, which has 
only partial coverage.  The problems of identification 
are compounded by the relatively slight surface remains 
to be anticipated at many boles themselves, and that it 
is documented that many sites had their piles of slags 
removed.  This took place both at the time of smelting 
for washing and re-smelting in Blackwork slag hearths 
and later, with presumably more radical impact, when 
they were removed for re-smelting elsewhere from the 
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16th century onwards with the development of more 
advanced smelting technology, firstly in Ore Hearths and 
then Cupolas.
The only other known site on the eastern moors that is 
perhaps comparable to the Tumbling Hill washing site 
is that below Hewetts Bank on Ramsley Moor (SK 294 
756). This Scheduled Monument (List Entry 1009709) 
is larger in scale and comprises many low and often 
conjoined streamside mounds which contain slag, 
together with a pit fed by a small leat that may well have 
been used for processing or even have contained a small 
waterwheel to provide power for washing or re-smelting 
equipment.  This site has been interpreted as medieval 
in date, used for washing slags from boles on Hewetts 
Bank and the re-smelting of the slags, although no direct 
evidence for Blackwork Ovens has been found and the 
presence of a well-made terraced trackway approaching 
the site may suggest there was also a post-medieval 
component to its use.

Present (on different occasions): Stuart Band, 
John Barnatt, Richard Carr, Chris Heathcote, 

David Kiernan, Phil Shaw and Paul Smith.
Reported: John Barnatt

Taddington Glebe Chert Quarry, Bakewell, 
Derbyshire (SK 2157 6875)
Since the recent account of chert extraction around 
Bakewell was published (Barnatt and Worthington 
2017), further details of 19th century work at Taddington 
Glebe chert quarry have been passed to the author by 
Ray Slack, a local historian whose extensive research on 
Taddington has recently been published.
This surface quarry, now in an area of housing and 
private gardens, was on a small piece of land whose 
income went to the incumbent of Taddington church, 
and was part of a complex series of workings in this 
part of Bakewell north-west of the town centre.  It has 
been previously reported (Barnatt and Worthington 
2017, p. 109; Bowering and Flindall 1998, p. 20), as in 
work in 1839 and that the quarry had later been leased 
to Joseph Winson in 1859 but this venture was relatively 
unsuccessful and the lease was surrendered in 1860 after 
only about 100 tons of chert had been produced.  There 
was also a lease for further work from 1873, again to 
Joseph Winson, and a proposed trial in 1885, but neither 
seem to have amounted to much. 
In searching church records Ray Slack discovered 
that the quarry was active from 1838 to 1844 when it 
produced an income for the incumbent of £253 4s 7d, 
but after that date until 1851 only £4 2s 6d was received.  
Presumably the income comprised a dead rent and 
royalties, with the latter only paid from 1838-44.  Thus, 
it seems the main period of quarrying here lasted only 
about six years.

Reported:  John Barnatt
Acknowledgement:

Many thanks to Ray Slack for passing on 
information derived from his own researches.

References:
Barnatt. J. and Worthington, T. (2017) Quarrying 
chert at Bakewell:  A detailed archaeological survey 
at Pretoria Mine and observations on Holme Bank, 
Holme Hall and Endcliffe Mines. Mining History 
19.6, pp. 1-119.
Bowering, G. and Flindall, R. (1998) Hard Times: 
A History of the Derbyshire Chert Industry. Mining 
History 13.5, pp. 1-32.

Can you contribute to future editions of 
Observations and Discoveries ???
If you have information on any of the sites noted or 
would like to contribute to future issues of this series of 
notes, please contact: 
 Chris Heathcote, 44 Marsh Way, Chapel en le Frith, 

High Peak, Derbys SK23 9AD (01298 814726)
or  John Barnatt, 21 The Front, Fairfield, Buxton, 

Derbys, SK 17 7EQ (01298 77923),
 Email:  observations@pdmhs.com

Magpie Mine Heritage Open Day
Sunday the 10th of September 2017,
11am until  4pm.
As we drove up to Magpie early on such a damp, grey 
Sunday morning we were wondering how many people 
would venture out?

What a surprise then to welcome the first visitors just 
after 10am, and they continued to arrive all day until we 
had a heavy shower at about 4pm.
As a result about 350 visitors came to the event, taking 
seventeen guided tours, and enjoyed welcome cups 
of tea in a warm environment and giving generous 
donations.  Visitors were especially interested in the 
blacksmithing display by Adam Russell, and in the 
display from the Peak District Lead Mining Museum.
Grateful thanks to all the volunteers who helped make 
a very busy day so successful:- the knowledgeable tour 
guides, the refreshment ladies, the Museum staff, the car 
parking attendants and especially Andy Gillings who 
made and posted the excellent signage, and who also 
planned the day’s events.

Mave and Mike Luff

Adam Russell slaving over a hot forge!
Photo:  Mave Luff

mailto:observations@pdmhs.com
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Review:  TSG 19 - The Journal of the 
Technical Speleological Group 2017 
(ISSN 1469-6851)
It’s been several years since the Castleton-based TSG 
last published an edition of their journal, and the 
intervening years have been very eventful for them so 
it’s no surprise that volume 19 is a very weighty beast at 
206 pages.  The articles within cover a variety of digging 
projects and expedition reports.
Of particular interest to PDMHS members will be the 
mine projects covered in the reports.  Firstly, there is an 
article on the White Rake dig at Eyam written by the late 
John Beck shortly before his untimely death; an obituary 
appears later in the volume along with ones for Doug 
Nash, Keith Joule, Trevor Ford and Ralph Johnson.  The 
exploration of Raddlepits Mine on Moss Rake is covered 
in some detail, while the description of the work in 
opening up the western parts of James Hall’s Over Engine 
Mine shows that there is often much still to be discovered 
in well-known sites.  Likewise, work in Speedwell has 
found large chambers above Pit Props Passage containing 
good evidence of t’owd man digging through sediment-
filled caves in search of lead ore.  Also described are 
explorations in Oden mine undertaken at the time of the 
discovery of the floor collapse, again showing there is 
much still to be found for those willing to look.
Perhaps most significant of all is the project to re-open 
Longcliffe Mine at Castleton.  This came about through 
the National Trust’s desire to improve safety at the 
collapsed shaft top, with the result that TSG members 
are working to clear the blockage in the shaft and rebuild 
the top.  Not only this, but a nearby smaller open shaft 
on the vein, nicknamed “Son of Longcliffe” whas been 
cleared out and capped revealing some interesting 
and archaeologically significant mine workings.  Both 
projects are covered in some detail, and there are articles 
with a scientific focus by John Gunn on the hydrology, 
and by Mark Harwood on geophysical work around the 
lava of the nearby Speedwell Vent.
In a lighter vein, there is Alan Brentnall’s account of the 
DCRO callout for a soft toy in one of the more obscure 
mines of the Via Gellia (later removed by yours truly 
and friends).
The journal is liberally illustrated throughout with colour 
photographs and is a credit to the hard work done by 
editor Phil Wolstenholme, who also wrote several of 
the articles and provided many of the photographs.  I 
particularly liked the fact that some of the surveys and 
plans were reproduced at A3 as fold-outs and also that 
the volume is spiral bound which makes for easier 
reading of such a hefty tome.  With so much interesting 
and informative content, I feel this is more than worth 
the asking price of £25.
Copies are available from the TSG through their website:  
http://www.tsgcaving.co.uk/content/TSGJournal/tsg-19, 
or by contacting Phil at webmaster@tsgcaving.co.uk.

Adam Russell

Walk Report: Castleton, Pindale and 
Dirtlow Rake, 15th October 2017
The group of 15 set off from Castleton to Odin Mine 
sough tail, Trickett Bridge.  The stream bed here is stained 
orange due to iron in the shale the sough runs through. The 
valley bottom is mostly of shale with the reef limestone 
rising up to form Treak Cliff and Long Cliff.
A strong flow of water was rising at our next stop, Russet 
Well, this was formerly a main source of Castleton’s water 
supply.  The well helps drain the Peak to Speedwell cave 
system, of which the large natural shaft, Titan, is a part.
We then followed the line of Redseats Vein to Pindale 
village arriving at a fine example of a 17th century 
climbing shaft.  The stone stemples in the ginging the 
miners would have used to climb are clearly visible.  
Nearby is Pindale Mine engine house which has been 
converted into a well maintained bunk house.  Allan, the 
site manager, kindly gave us a tour of the site.
Walking up Pin Dale we passed Black Rabbit cottage, said 
to be a remnant of a former mining settlement of that name.  
Beside the 19th century quarry the scars of Pindale Side 
Vein and Fire Scrin going diagonally up the dale side can 
be seen.  The volume of finely crushed rock on the northern 
slope suggests it was the site of ore dressing activity.
The engine shaft at Siggate Head Mine is concreted over 
but there is evidence of a crushing circle and a water 
storage pond.  We paused for lunch beside the impressive 
open cuts of Fire Scrin and Pindale Side Vein, where 
pickmarks can be seen on the exposed rock.
We followed the hillocks down Kitle End Vein and on to 
Nether Dirtlow open cut where pickmarks and stemple 
sockets can be seen in the walls.  The curves and folds 
of the rock strata are shown well and slickensides are 
evidence of movement on a fault.
Our next stop was the site of the excavation in 1998-2000 
by John Barnatt and the archaeological team at How 
Grove (Barnatt 2002), where evidence of an ore dressing 
facility can be seen.  At nearby Hazard Mine, a major ore 
producer further west on Dirtlow Rake, a gin circle and 
engine shaft remain visible.
Dropping down Longcliff on the eastern side of Cowlow 
Nick, a visible “Y” shape on the hillside marks Longcliff 
Vein and Shackhole Scrin.  Here Phil Wolstenholme and 
the TSG have stabilised a run in shaft with a view to 
ultimately gaining access to the underground workings.  
This is on access land and is being undertaken with the 
agreement and cooperation of the National Trust, Natural 
England and the Derbyshire Caving Association.

References:
Rieuwerts, J. H. and Wolstenholme, P. (2016) The 
Castleton Mines - a Descriptive and Visual History.  
Great Hucklow:  Hucklow Publishing.
Barnatt, J. (2002) Excavation and Conservation at 
How Grove, Dirtlow Rake, Castleton, Derbyshire.  
Mining History 15.2, pp. 1-40.

David Wormsley

http://www.tsgcaving.co.uk/content/TSGJournal/tsg-19
mailto:webmaster@tsgcaving.co.uk
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Meets Programme, January to 
March 2018.
We are delighted to be able to announce the Inaugural 
Meets of the newly constituted PDMHS Underground 
Exploration Group (UEG).  All these UEG Meets have 
places for a limited number of participants who must 
have registered as UEG members, please book your 
attendance via meets@pdmhs.com, including “UEG 
Meet” in the message title.

1:  UEG Members Only Meet - Dunsley 
Springs Level, Via Gellia
Tuesday 9th January 2018.  Leader:  Martin Long, meet 
at 7pm at the Goodluck Layby.
For the UEG’s first trip, we will start out with an easy 
one suitable for novices.  There are a number of features 
of interest in this level, such as the picked numbers on 
the wall (see Observations and Discoveries parts 20, 49 
and 52).  If time permits we will visit Spencers Level 
before moving on to the Barley Mow for a post-trip pint.  
Eight places are available

2:  UEG Members Only Meet - Devonshire 
Cavern
Tuesday 23rd January 2018.  Leader:  Adam Russell, 
meet at 7.15pm at the Peak District Lead Mining 
Museum, Matlock Bath.
This trip will visit the up-dip workings in Devonshire 
Cavern and will go to the limit of the accessible 
workings (See Mining History 17.2 for more details). 
This is a walking/crawling trip, but as it involves some 
exposed traverses it is not suitable for complete novices.  
Optional post-trip drinks in the Fishpond, Matlock Bath.  
Eight places are available.

3:  UEG Members Only Meet - Mouldridge 
Mine
Sunday 11th February 2018.  Leader:  Arthur Wilson, 
meet at 11am at Pikehall.
An easy daytime trip to this popular mine with plenty to 
see, suitable for complete novices.  See PDMHS Bulletin 
9.2 for more details about the workings.  Optional post-
trip drinks in the Miners Standard, Winster.  Eight places 
are available.

4:  Geology Walk - Duckmanton 
Railway Cutting, Arkwright Town, near 
Chesterfield.
Saturday 17th February 2018.  Organiser: Paul Chandler, 
Leader: Paul Guion (East Midlands Geological Society).
Advance booking is essential as the party size is 
limited to twenty, with five places reserved for 
Masson CG members, so please contact Paul Chandler 
early to reserve your places and receive the meeting 
arrangements.  If the meet is over-subscribed you will be 
added to a reserve list.
Paul Guion (EMGS) has kindly agreed to show us 
around this very important and unique geological site, 

an afternoon visit of about two hours.  In addition, 
Paul will tell us the story of the way an entire coal 
mining village, Arkwright Town, was relocated.  A 
short, easy walk from Arkwright Town will bring us to 
the Duckmanton Railway Cutting, on the long closed 
‘Lancashire, Derbyshire and East Coast Railway’ line 
between Chesterfield and Lincoln.  The cutting is now 
split by a filled bridge, with access to the west side being 
over a stile and down some concrete steps.  Access to the 
east side is over another stile and down a zig-zag inclined 
path.  As the railway cutting will be wet underfoot 
wellies are essential, and please also bring a helmet.  I 
have a limited number of helmets available, so if you 
require one please ask when booking.
We must thank the Derbyshire Wildlife Trust for 
permission to visit this site, and Paul Guion for agreeing 
to lead the walk.

5:  UEG Members Only Meet - Hollow 
Phinnis Mine
Tuesday 20th February 2018.  Leader:  Adam Russell, 
meet at 7.15pm at the Clatterway, Bonsall.
This trip will visit one of the less well-known and 
consequently seldom-visited Via Gellia mines, it is 
suitable for novices but involves a short section of flat-
out crawling to access the pipe workings.  Optional post-
trip drinks in the Barley Mow, Bonsall.  Six places are 
available

6:  Working Mine Visit - Milldam Mine, 
Great Hucklow.
Saturday 17th March 2018  (Date to be confirmed 
shortly).  Organiser: Paul Chandler, with thanks for the 
assistance of Richard at British Fluorspar Limited
Advance booking is essential as the party size is limited 
to twenty, with ten places for Society members and ten 
for Masson CG members, sorry no guests.  The minimum 
age is fifteen years, but there is no upper age limit.  Our 
visit will be covered by British Fluorspar Ltd insurance.  
Please contact Paul Chandler early to reserve your places 
and receive the meeting arrangements.  If the meet is 
over-subscribed you will be added to a reserve list, but 
please note that priority will be given to those who have 
not visited this mine before.
A second opportunity for Society members to visit this 
working fluorspar mine, by kind permission of British 
Fluorspar Ltd., to see the progress made since our 
previous visit in November 2016.  This will be a morning 
visit lasting around two hours.  We will be walking around 
the mine, no crawling involved.  Wear overalls or old 
clothes, wellies as it will be wet underfoot, a helmet and 
a hi-vis jacket or vest , if you have one.  Lamps and self-
rescuers will be supplied, although if you have your own 
belt for the lamp and self-rescuer that might be useful.  
Photography is allowed, so bring a camera if you wish, 
but please DO NOT post any pictures on social media!
Contacts: email: meets@pdmhs.com
 Paul Chandler Phone: 01246 220773
More meet information on the next page....

mailto:meets@pdmhs.com
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Masson Caving Group Trips
The Masson Caving Group have planned the following 
trips to which PDMHS members are invited:

Goodluck Mine, Via Gellia, Sunday 14th 
January 2018.
Wapping Mine and Cumberland Cavern, 
Matlock Bath, Sunday 28th January 2018.
North Wales Mines Weekend, Friday 2nd to 
Sunday 4th March 2018.
Holmebank Chert Mine, Bakewell, Tuesday 
13th March 2018 (Evening trip).
Pretoria Chert Mine, Bakewell, Tuesday 27th 
March 2018 (Evening trip). 

For further details on any of the above trips, please 
contact Paul Chandler, either by email or phone, contact 
details are on the previous page.

Midweek Walks - Interested?
Another invitation for PDMHS members, this time from 
Midpeak Walks to join our friendly walking group.  
Walks are organised in the Peak District area, fortnightly 
on Wednesdays, mainly from January to December.  
The majority of these walks are around eight miles, and 
taken at a leisurely pace.  You’re welcome to join us for 
a walk, without any obligation.  Membership is free, 
but we are an online group only, so an email address is 
essential.  If you would like details of our forthcoming 
walks, please contact Paul Chandler by email: midpeak.
walks@btinternet.com

Matlock Bath Heritage Talks - 
Spring 2018
 9th January 2018: “The Quarries of Wirksworth 

part 1”, with Tony Holmes
 6th February 2018: “Derbyshire’s Minerals”, with 

Glynn Waite
 6th March 2018: “The Cromford and High Peak 

Railway”, with Andy Pollock
 April 2018: To be confirmed...
 1st May 2018: “Ancient Lead Mining around 

Matlock Bath”, with John 
Barnatt

All these talks are held on Tuesdays at the Peak District 
Lead Mining Museum in Matlock Bath at 7.30pm. 
Tickets are available in advance from the museum or 
you can buy them on the night.  The ticket price for 
PDMHS members is £5 (£6 for non-members) this 
includes tea and cake in the interval.

Clare Herbert

Thank You
The Museum would like to say a very big Thank You to 
Iris Brown for her kind donation of part of the late Ivor 
Brown’s book collection.

Clare Herbert

PDMHS Newsletter, April 2018
The deadline for the April 2018 edition of the Newsletter 
is Thursday the 1st of March 2018.

Articles, photographs, letters etc. should be sent to:-
Steve Thompson
56 The Banks, WELLINGBOROUGH, NN9 5YX
 Telephone: 01933 675428
 Email: newsletter@pdmhs.com

Peak District Mines Historical Society Ltd
Company No 1227931 Limited by Guarantee
Registered Charity No 504662
Registered Office:  Peak District Mining Museum, 
Grand Pavilion, South Parade, Matlock Bath 
MATLOCK, DE4 3NR Tel: 01629 583834
Web Sites:
Society: www.pdmhs.co.uk
Museum: www.peakdistrictleadminingmuseum.co.uk/
The contents of this Newsletter are in the Public Domain 
and may be reproduced without permission provided 
that acknowledgment is made of the source.
Opinions expressed in this publication are those of the 
authors and do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the 
Society.

Donations to the Society Library
We have recently received three generous and useful 
donations from the families of former members:
Firstly Andrew Warren has given us a CD of 
photographs taken by his father Cyril Warren of the 
excavations at Watts Shaft, Millclose Mine which were 
carried out between 1973 and 1981.
Janet Harwood has donated a photo album of PDMHS 
trips in the period 1960 to 1961 taken by Eric Wiles, and 
finally Lewis Jackson has presented us with two rare 
books which belonging to his father, also Lewis Jackson, 
who had served on the Barmoot Court.  These books 
came via Lynn Willies.
The books donated are “The Mineralogy of Derbyshire” 
by John Mawe, dated 1802; and “The Derbyshire 
Miners’ Glossary” by James Mander, 1824.
The provenance of these books is also very interesting 
in that they were given to Lewis Jackson by W. M. (Bill) 
Erskine, a former Barmaster, who had received them 
from Roger Bacon.  A letter inside one of the books 
shows that they had been in a dilapidated state prior to 
rebinding in 1975.  They are now in pristine condition 
and will be placed in the Derbyshire Local Studies 
Library collection at Matlock whilst remaining the 
property of PDMHS. 
The Society would like to thank Andrew, Janet and 
Lewis for making these donations which should be of 
great interest to future researchers.

John Pigott
Hon. Recorder
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